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Part I. Free Spaces versus the Deterioration   




















Potential Public Spaces        
in the Modern Suburbia
Urban Reflections for the Regeneration of Free Spaces
cristian suau
The aim of this study is twofold: 
on one hand, it is an essay against the zoning regulations applied 
in the suburbia. it operates as a progressive urban approach on potential 
architecture, which explores the spatial deterioration of the modern built 
environment by analysing the potential (also risks) 
of existing suburban infrastructures and generating new spatial games. 
on another hand, this is also part of the ongoing research experiences 
carried out by Ph.d. students at Barcelona school of Architecture (eTsAB) 
in the doctorate programme called ‘The New Tools of Architecture’. 
it triggers a more complex study on the manipulation of urban accidents. 
Also it emphasizes both the recuperation of public spaces in sprawl areas 
to preserve sustainable urban systems and also the creation 
of innovative strategies of urban reactivation mainly 
in european and latin American cities.
Keywords: Public spaces / urban games / Progressive urban studies / 
research Paradigm for Potential urban studies



























































The Scream (skriket) by edvard Munch (1893). scenic view from the outskirt 
of oslo. Munch described the experience of this artwork saying that: “I was 
walking along a path with two friends - the sun was setting -suddenly the sky 
turned blood red - I paused, feeling exhausted, and leaned on the fence - there 
was blood and tongues of fire above the blue-black fjord and the city - my 
friends walked on, and I stood there trembling with anxiety - and I sensed an 
infinite scream passing through nature”. source: Munch Museum



























Situations in Nordic Suburban Areas:    















Playgrounds set in public spaces by Aldo van eyck in Amsterdam and 
outskirts. Almost everyone who grew up in Amsterdam during the ‘50s, ‘60s 
and ‘70s is connected by an unusual fact: they once played in one of the more 
than 700 playgrounds in Amsterdam area designed by him! The playgrounds 
were exercises in non-hierarchical composition. image above: zaanhof layout, 
1950. image below: Play equipment. it was an integral part of the commission. 
its goal was to stimulate the minds of children. source: Aldo van eyck’s archive
image of leftover green zone in a sprawl residential area nearby stockholm, 
sweden. source: internet
































































The architectural entry competition ‘Tensta Bo 2008’ was focused, 
on one hand, in the recycling of an obsolete massive building into a 
kuntshall and, on another hand, the housing densification of a car 
park area into 60 ‘kolektivhus’. so, what shall participants play in-
stead? As an alternative of the ‘zoning’, some participants attacked 
the housing site by using new spatial playoffs. By following the 
logic of snake2 game, our team obtained mixed-use strips roaming 
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Parc ciudadella is located on the edge between the old fabric and the urban 
enlargement of Barcelona. This park was initially a World Fair and was situated 
to articulate the old town with the new extension in 19th century. source: suau
comparative satellite images of central Park and Tiergarden. These massive 
public spaces are prostheses strategically implanted in the city and capable 
to regenerate or fix dysfunctional fabrics. in a large scale, both are pieces of 
‘urban sugery’, no matter if they are grids or irregular forms. source: suau 























New programmatic games! Functional interventions made outside MAcBA. 
They were carried out by MVrdV and Abalos & herreros in Barcelona, 1998. 
source: internet (above)



























New electronic games! soft-tech interventions based on balloons were carried 








sky ear6 had its last full-scale public launch on september 15, 2004 at green-
wich Park, london. According to usman haque are currently no confirmed 
flights planned for the future, though various discussions continue. source: 
internet













we	proposed	a	wit	way	to	research:	design by gaming 7.
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Game as Research Paradigm
The	experience	has	been	carried	out	since	the	academic	year	













comparative images of walkers strolling both in the sprawl of Brasilia (above) 
and in Manhattan island, New york (below). sources: cristian suau and henric 
Benesch
WPur in action! doctoral research workshop carried out by Marcià codinachs, 
cristian suau and henric Benesch (guest). M-sPAce: reflections on space, 
games and its mobile condition (it was a conceptual research made by Jofre, 
Kowalczak, sampaio and sopalda at WPur 1, Barcelona school of Architec-
ture, June 2004). sources: WPur archive
Under	the	doctorate	programme,	three	courses	have	
been	implemented:	’The City Conceived from Modern Archi-





The	initial	course	‘The City Conceived from Modern Archi-
tecture’	contained	a	workshop	called	‘Programming Potential 


























































Public space as urban prosthesis. reflections on potential urban surgery in 
spoiled cities. conceptual research and video were made by olguin, subbotin 
and Teixido. WPur 2 was guided by Marcià codinachs and cristian suau at 









































Temporary installation located in a remote context. Work called Nomad circle, 
made by richard long in Mongolia, 1994. By drawing lines in the vast territory, 
these experiments establish a limit to build in rather than build out: the begin-









The urban park of Vall d’hebron: large-scale urban intervention made during 
the olympic games in Barcelona. Architect: eduard Bru. The upper image 
shows a detail of the metallic corridors that connect the different levels 
between infrastructure and informal built fabric of Vall d’hebron. The inferior 
image illustrates the sculptural Match playing as urban furniture at Vall 
d’hebron park. source: suau




essentially it is the struggle between architecture and the city, 
between the demand for order and the will to formlessness, that 
assume epic tone in Piranesi’s Campo Marzio.	
Notes






























in this etching titled Campo Marzio dell’a antica Roma, giovanni Battista 
Piranesi creates the ‘New Romanity’. The prison building constitutes an infinite 
space. What has been destroyed here was the centre. As an urban game, it 
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7.	 Gaming	means	“the playing of games that simulate actual 
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